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DEAN’S PERSPECTIVE

TWO MEDICAL SCHOOL
VISION BECOMES CLEARER

I

n the spring 2014 issue of Synapse, I described the work of a
statewide higher education advisory group led by Nevada System
of Higher Education Chancellor Daniel Klaich that was charged
by the Board of Regents to implement a Memorandum of
Understanding signed by leaders of the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, University of Nevada, Reno and the University of Nevada
School of Medicine.
This memorandum and a subsequent addendum described such
a great need for a markedly expanded physician workforce that it
recommended moving expeditiously toward developing a full UNLV
School of Medicine as well as building out the University of Nevada
School of Medicine as a full campus with full clinical teaching capacity
based on new community physician and hospital partnerships. This
plan is already underway at both ends of the state. UNLV has hired an
outstanding planning dean to launch their accreditation process, Dr.
Barbara Atkinson (former dean and executive vice chancellor at the
University of Kansas, Kansas City), and hope to start its first class by
2017.
This Memorandum of Understanding and subsequent meetings of
the steering committee, and the Board of Regents meeting on August
1, have provided much-needed clarity about our role as a Reno and
University of Nevada, Reno-based school of medicine with selective
Las Vegas teaching roles and collaborations. This newly-clarified role
and mission are significantly enhanced by several major positive events:
» The recently announced affiliation with Renown Health in Reno
that provides the platform to develop a wide range of new clinical
and teaching programs.
» Strong expressions of interest by many physicians in Reno to join
our medical school as community physician faculty members.
» Discussions with other potential hospital partners in and around
Reno to start new family medicine residency programs.
» The launch of a new rural family medicine residency program in
collaboration with Humboldt General Hospital in Winnemucca.
» The affiliation with MountainView Hospital in Las Vegas to
launch a new set of residency programs as well as provide access to
medical student clinical teaching to supplement the core programs
in Reno.

2
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Here is my view of who we are
and how we will serve the state.
We will be clearly and firmly
based in Reno as a full, four-year
school of medicine, in partnership
with Renown Health, a core group
of community physician teachers,
and other health care facilities and
resources in Reno. This school will
be research-intensive, primary careoriented and community-based.
We will be committed to rural and
urban underserved care and will be
come a center for clinical research
to complement our long history of
success in biomedical research.
We need to flip the current structure in which most clinical teaching
is done in Las Vegas to the exact opposite—most clinical teaching will
occur in Reno, but with selective and critical teaching in Las Vegas
that will take advantage of its special services and clinical programs of
excellence.
We will continue to expand in the near-term as the only sponsor
and partner for residency and fellowship training in the state, until
such time as UNLV develops its graduate medical education strategy
and infrastructure. We will commit long-term to our relationship with
MountainView Hospital and work to be the best possible graduate
medical education partner while UNLV develops the primary respon
sibility for graduate medical education sponsorship and support at
University Medical Center and likely other hospitals in Las Vegas.
I am energized by the opportunity to build a school of medicine of
the highest quality, with a unique combination of research, commu
nity engagement, innovative medical student teaching programs, and
primary care training that will bring a reputation for educational and
health care excellence to Reno and Nevada.
Thomas L. Schwenk, M.D.
Professor, Family and Community Medicine
Dean, University of Nevada School of Medicine
Vice President, Division of Health Sciences

FACTS AND FIGURES

As a community-based medical school, the School of Medicine has relied on a cadre of community partners over the 45 years of its
history. This infographic, a current representation as of July, outlines the communities, and physicians within those communities,
who participate in the Advanced Clinical Experience in Rural Health course, a required fourth-year rotation for medical students.

23 98
Cities

Battle Mountain, Nev.
Bishop, Calif.
Boulder City, Nev.
Caliente, Nev.
Dayton, Nev.
Elko, Nev.
Ely, Nev.
Fallon, Nev.
Hawthorne, Nev.
Incline Village, Nev.
Mammoth Lakes, Calif.
Mesquite, Nev.
Minden/Gardnerville, Nev.
Pahrump, Nev.
Quincy, Calif.
South Lake Tahoe, Nev.
Susanville, Calif.
Tonopah, Nev.
Truckee, Calif.
Wellington, Nev.
Winnemucca, Nev.
Yerington, Nev.

Physicians

9

Specialties
Emergency
Medicine
Family
Medicine
Internal
Medicine
Obstetrics/
Gynecology
Orthopaedics
Pathology
Pediatrics
Radiology
Surgery
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NEWS AND NOTES

Myles remembered
Long-time Reno physician Robert K. Myles, M.D., died at home
on May 24, 2014. He and his wife, Jean, came to Reno in 1958
where he established a practice in internal medicine, with a
focus on cardiology, diabetes and pulmonary medicine.
Myles mentored new pulmonary and internal medical spe
cialists in Reno between 1960 and 1984. He worked in every
aspect of health care including multiple terms as a member of
the Washoe County Board of Health. He held offices on both
Saint Mary’s and Washoe Medical Center’s medical staffs, and
was elected to Washoe Medical Center’s governing board
when it was a county-wide electoral position. Myles also
served as medical director for respiratory care at both hospi
tals. He was an active member of the Washoe County Medical
Society.

He taught physical
diagnosis as one of the first
professors of medicine at
the School of Medicine and
also instructed students
at Orvis School of Nursing.
Together, Bob and Jean Myles
have created a “living legacy”
through their establishment
of endowed scholarships at
the Orvis School of Nursing
and the School of Commu
nity Health Sciences.
Photo courtesy of the Myles Family

and Matthew Schreiber, M.D., in
the internal medicine department
in Las Vegas.

Photo courtesy of Joshua Gabel

STUDENT TAKES FIRST
PLACE AT NATIONAL
CONFERENCE
Josh Gabel, Class of 2015, pictured
above, presented his abstract
entitled, “Hepatocellular Carci
noma in an HIV/HCV Co-infected
Patient: A Call for Increased
Surveillance in the Absence of Evi
dent Cirrhosis” and took first place
in the competition at the national
American College of Physicians
conference last spring. Gabel col
laborated with Ranjit Makar, M.D.,

4
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DISCOVERY: FIVE
MICRORNAS CRITICAL
TO DEVELOPMENT
A team of scientists led by Wei
Yan, M.D., Ph.D., professor of
physiology and cell biology at the
School of Medicine, discovered
that five microRNAs function as a
group to control the proper for
mation of basal forebrain, ciliated
epithelia in the trachea and the
oviduct, and sperm in the testis.
This work was published in the
June 30 issue of Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.
NEARLY 7,500 ATTEND
CME ACTIVITIES
The Office of Continuing Medical
Education planned and produced
a total of 75 continuing medical
education activities in 2013. Near
ly 7,500 health care professionals

attended the school’s accredited
continuing medical education
activities. Locations of these activi
ties included seven events out
side of Nevada (California, Oregon
and Pennsylvania), 31 in southern
Nevada, 29 in northern Nevada
and eight in rural Nevada.
UNIVERSITY POLICE
NOW PATROL LAS
VEGAS CAMPUS
University of Nevada, Reno Police
Services, looking to enhance
security for University of Nevada,
Reno campuses in Las Vegas, in
cluding the School of Medicine’s
Charleston Boulevard campus,
has set up a police services office
located in the medical corridor on
Charleston Boulevard under the
leadership of Commander Tod
Miller. Police Services Director
Adam Garcia said the goal of
increasing police presence at the
University of Nevada’s cam
puses in Las Vegas is to ensure all

campuses within the University’s
jurisdiction are safe places to live,
study and work.
WEIGHT LOSS CENTER
WINS GOLD
The Wellness and Weight
Management Center’s Health
Management Resources Program,
a weight-loss program located
at the school’s Reno campus,
was recently awarded the 2013
HMR Gold Standard Certificate
of Achievement. This award
distinguishes the center’s HMR
nutritional program from more
than 100 clinics nationwide using
the program for weight loss.
BENNETT IS NEVADA
AETC DIRECTOR
The School of Medicine announc
es Jennifer Bennett as the new
director of the Nevada AIDS Edu
cation and Training Center. She
will oversee all center activities,
ensuring that an ongoing series

NEWS AND NOTES

BRAIN STORM
Some of the brightest minds at the School of
Medicine and UNLV came together this spring
and fall to address health disparities in Nevada.
Photo by Edgar Antonio Núñez.

of educational programs, events,
conferences, technical assistance
and capacity building support re
garding clinical care and services
for people with HIV/AIDS, are
available throughout Nevada.

sponsored by the Nevada IDeA
Network of Biomedical Research
Excellence, a National Institutes of
Health program designed to help
traditionally underfunded states
build biomedical infrastructure.

FORUMS ADDRESS
HEALTH DISPARITIES
Experts and researchers from the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
and the School of Medicine met
in April and October to discuss
reasons why health disparities
exist among certain popula
tion groups, share research and
explore solutions. Panelists from
both institutions addressed topics
such as pedestrian injuries and
deaths, gender differences in the
treatment and prevention of car
diovascular disease, the reliance
on hospital emergency rooms
to treat mentally ill patients, oral
health in the elderly population
and legal approaches to combat
ing elder abuse. The event was

SUMMER OF DISCOVERY
PROGRAM ACCEPTING
APPLICANTS
High Sierra Area Health Education
Center and the medical school
are accepting applications for the
Summer of Discovery program
that gives eighth through tenth
grade students the opportunity
to conduct hands-on scientific
experiments. Curriculum is spe
cific for each grade. For example,
eighth graders explore plant and
animal cells, the cellular process
responsible for life and death and
tour research laboratories. Ninth
graders have an opportunity to in
vestigate a crime scene and pro
cess the evidence in the lab using
forensic technology before taking

a tour of the local courthouse.
Sophomores use microscopes
to investigate microbes, explore
the role microbes play in human
health and disease and tour the
local hospital laboratory. Interest
ed in sending your child? Eligible
applicants include students in
grades 8-10 during the 2014-15
school year with a minimum 2.5
overall grade point average. A
non-refundable deposit of $150
will be required upon acceptance
into the program. The fee covers
meals, snacks, program materials,
field trip expenses, dorm stay and
a camper t-shirt. For information,
visit highsierraahec.org.
SINGER APPOINTED
ASSOCIATE DEAN
Cherie Singer, Ph.D., associate
professor of pharmacology, was
appointed associate dean for ad
missions and student affairs. She
was interim associate dean since
January. She graduated from the

Photo by Theresa Danna-Douglas

University of Nevada, Reno as a
Presidential Scholar with a bach
elor’s in biology. She earned her
doctorate in pharmacology at the
University of Washington and has
been a member of the school’s
pharmacology department. In
addition to her role as associate
dean, Singer will remain with
the pharmacology department,
continuing her research on the
molecular mechanisms contribut
ing to inflammatory lung disease.
synapse | F A L L 2 0 1 4
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New Patient Care
Story by Susan Hill, APR and Anne McMillin, APR

UNDER ONE ROOF
Located on the second floor of 3175 St. Rose Parkway, the new
center offers wide-ranging medical care. It’s the first center
offered by the School of Medicine to consolidate so many
medical services at one location. Photo by Edgar Antonio Núñez.

Center—Henderson
A new market. A new patient base. The University of Nevada School of
Medicine reaches beyond Las Vegas to offer health care for Henderson
residents with a new patient care center that offers specialists in
family medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, pediatrics and surgery.

ATTACKING ALLERGIES
Allergist Mary Beth Hogan, M.D.,
performs an allergy skin test to observe
for signs of an allergic reaction at the
Patient Care Center—Henderson. Photo
by Edgar Antonio Núñez.

H

elping to meet the demand for physicians located close
to home for Henderson residents, the University of
Nevada School of Medicine opened a patient care
center in the city’s medical corridor, at 3175 St. Rose
Parkway earlier this spring.
The center officially opened on May 15 and now is taking appoint
ments for all these specialties: plastic surgery, bariatric and reflux
surgery, colon and rectal surgery, breast and general oncology surgery,
family medicine including geriatrics, musculoskeletal and sports medi
cine; obstetrics, gynecology, urogynecology, women’s health, adult and
pediatric allergy and immunology, pediatrics, pediatric endocrinology,
pediatric infectious disease, pediatric neurology and pediatric pulmon
ology.
A grand opening and ribbon-cutting event was held June 24 in part
nership with the Henderson Chamber of Commerce and was attended
by dignitaries from both institutions.
The School of Medicine operates 13 other patient care centers in
the Las Vegas metro area, offering family medicine, geriatrics, sports
medicine, pediatrics, women’s health, surgery and other specialties, but
this is the first center to provide an array of primary and specialty care
in one central location.
“The best models of medicine as well as patient demand now are
moving to more coordinated concepts of care, encouraging physician

8
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collaboration across specialties when patients are referred for consulta
tions or testing,” said William A. Zamboni, M.D.’84, senior associ
ate dean for clinical affairs, professor and chair of the Department of
Surgery and chief of the Division of Plastic Surgery at the University of
Nevada School of Medicine.
“With our wide array of physician specialties here at the School of
Medicine, we found this a great opportunity to move into excellent
medical space and to expand patient services available in Henderson,”
he added.
The Patient Care Center—Henderson was staffed by 15 physicians
at the opening, all University-affiliated and board certified, with more
than two dozen physicians now seeing patients at the center. It is
equipped with the latest technology, from electronic medical records
to advanced testing and treatments for conditions such as asthma,
allergies, endocrine imbalances, high blood pressure and cholesterol,
infections, sports injuries, menopausal symptoms and obesity.
“When patients see our family medicine or pediatric physicians, they
can receive preventative health care, treatment for acute or chronic
problems and also schedule a referral to a specialist such as a surgeon or
allergist during their visit, knowing they can return to the same office
for that consultation, enhancing our delivery of excellent patient care,”
said Elissa Palmer, M.D., professor and chair of the Department of
Family and Community Medicine at the University of Nevada School

of Medicine in Las Vegas, and one of the leaders in designing the
Patient Care Center—Henderson.
The road to establishing this clinic started back in 2011, according to
David Rencher, director of operations, when the School of Medicine
sought to reach out to the larger Las Vegas area community.
“We needed to reach a new patient base and Henderson looked like
the perfect place to do that,” he said.
After unsuccessfully identifying sites on which to build a clinical
facility, the shift turned to finding existing commercial properties that
met the school’s need to be near the St. Rose/Dignity Siena campus
and be on a high traffic volume main thoroughfare that allowed for
visible signage opportunities.
“We found the location at 3175 St. Rose Parkway and had the op
portunity to take the full second floor and build it out to our specifica
tions,” Rencher said.
Those specifications centered on a new flow model with a focus on
pleasing aesthetics for patients, a front area dedicated to the public and
the back area devoted to employees and staff.
The 15,500-square-foot space is designed into four separate areas for
each department represented in the care center, but allows for fluid pa
tient flow between those departmental spaces. Patient reception areas
have an open “hotel lobby” feel to them and large picture windows to
take advantage of the desert mountain views.
“The design incorporated our new electronic medical records system
with its patient portal. From their home, patients have the ability to
login to our system, and fill out forms and make their co-payments,”
Rencher explained. “That allows us to have smaller reception rooms be
cause we don’t need to accommodate people filling out their histories
and the like.”
Behind the scenes in the staff areas are resident and student work
rooms, a large conference room, phlebotomy stations and an office lab
to expedite routine testing.
Along with the build-out of the space, new business processes
including accounting, credentialing, human resources, and finance
and billing, also had to be put in place prior to the care center opening
last spring. Rencher credits Kathy Haynie, senior clinic manager, for
spearheading those efforts, which were complicated by the fact that
four departments share one space with a large volume of supplies and
equipment that must be allocated to the correct department.
Rencher said the medical school’s new patient care center offers onestop medical shopping in the Las Vegas Valley, a relatively uncommon
occurrence to date.
“Las Vegas medical facilities are fractured along specialty lines. The
School of Medicine now offers a multispecialty practice located in one
place. This is especially valued by the young families in the area who
don’t want to move all over town for their medical care,” he said, add
ing that the new, large facility gives each department in it the opportu
nity to expand and grow its medical practice.
“Henderson residents now have a high-level of University-affiliated,
board-certified physicians close by,” Rencher said.
Nevin Wilson, M.D.’82, pediatrics chair in Las Vegas is very excited
about growing his department’s subspecialty clinics in the new office
space in Henderson.
Pediatric subspecialties in neurology, gastroenterology, pulmonology,
allergy and immunology, endocrinology and infectious diseases are all
housed in Henderson.
“Henderson is a growing, vibrant part of the valley with many young
families who don’t have to travel as far as we are all co-located right

PHYSICIANS PRACTICING AT THE PATIENT CARE
CENTER—HENDERSON
Adult Allergy/Immunology: (702) 676-3660
Mary Beth Hogan, M.D.
Family Medicine: (702) 676-3620
Wade Gaal M.D.’08, Laura Shaw M.D.
Geriatrics: (702) 676-3620
Alvin Lin, M.D.
Obstetrics/Gynecology and Women’s Health: (702) 676-3640
Vani Dandolu, M.D., Nadia Gomez, M.D., Lawrence
Shaw, M.D., Wilfredo Torres, M.D.’10
Pediatric Allergy/Immunology
Mary Beth Hogan, M.D., Nevin W. Wilson, M.D.’82
Pediatric Endocrinology
Alexandra Aguilar, M.D.
Pediatric Infectious Disease
Pisespong Patamasucon, M.D.
Pediatric Neurology
Rooman Ahad, M.D.
Pediatric Pulmonology
David Parks, M.D.
Sports Medicine: (702) 676-3620
William Rosenberg, M.D.
Surgery: (702) 676-3600
Bariatric Surgery
Shawn Tsuda, M.D.
Colon/Rectal Surgery
Ovunc Bardakcioglu, M.D.
Plastic Surgery
William Zamboni, M.D.’84
Surgical Oncology (Breast)
Jennifer Baynosa, M.D., Charles St. Hill, M.D.
Urogynecology: (702) 676-3640
Vani Dandolu, M.D.
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here,” Wilson explained.
“We now have access to patients who weren’t previously aware of the
School of Medicine.”
Wilson has been making the rounds of general pediatrician offices in
Henderson to introduce his department’s new services in the hope of
capturing a robust referral business. He has been especially encouraged
by the many School of Medicine alumni he has encountered in speak
ing with general pediatricians in the area.
Looking ahead, Wilson hopes to recruit additional faculty to add to
his department’s existing subspecialties as the patient demand increases.
Having a full complement of subspecialties will also be an integral
part of teaching medical students and pediatric residents, the latter of
whom will rotate with faculty at the Henderson Patient Care Center,
according to Wilson.
Nadia Gomez, M.D., faculty member in the obstetrics and gynecol
ogy department, is excited to bring her fellowship-trained skills in
minimally invasive gynecologic surgery to the Henderson community.
“It will be a privilege to provide women in the Henderson community
with new and advanced treatment options for gynecological disorders
including endometriosis, pelvic pain, abnormal uterine bleeding and
benign pelvic masses such as fibroids and ovarian cysts,” Gomez said.
“The unique aspect of my fellowship training was an emphasis on
chronic pelvic pain disorders and care of patients with other medical
specialties such as colorectal surgery, urology, general surgery, anesthe
siologists and pelvic physical therapists.”
Gomez is interested in starting a pelvic floor network where differ
ent specialty groups can collaborate and develop cohesive treatment

“Henderson is a growing, vibrant part
of the valley with many young families
who don’t have to travel as far as we are
all co-located right here. We now have
access to patients who weren’t previous
ly aware of the School of Medicine.”

plans for complex pelvic disorders.
Gomez sees the advent of the School of Medicine in the Henderson
community as a positive impact on health care. She explains that along
with producing more doctors for the community, medical schools pro
vide community services and educational activities that allow students
to integrate themselves in the community.
“Education and the continued drive to learn are what advance medi
cine. Physicians who have a role as an educator will not only teach what
they know, but also continue to learn. Medical students, residents and
fellows drive us to advance our field by being innovators, leaders and
mentors. Henderson will see this impact by becoming an integral part
of the education of our future community physicians and specialists.”
Palmer sees the opening of the School of Medicine’s Patient Care
Center in Henderson as a
wonderful complement to
the Family Medicine Clinic
on Fire Mesa in Las Vegas.
“So far, many patients
that previously traveled to
the Family Medicine Fire
Mesa office location have
been able to see their physi
cian in their own Hender
son neighborhood,” she
said, adding that patients
also are excited by the op
portunity to see specialists
in musculoskeletal and
sports medicine, William
Rosenberg, M.D., and geri
atric medicine, Alvin Lin,
M.D., at the Henderson
location.

SURGERY NOW IN HENDERSON
Surgical oncologist Charles St. Hill, M.D.,
is one of several School of Medicine surgeons who consult with surgery patients
at the Patient Care Center—Henderson.
Photo by Edgar Antonio Núñez.
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WOMEN’S HEALTH
Obstetrician/gynecologist Wilfredo Torres,
M.D.’10, administers an ultrasound at the
Patient Care Center—Henderson. Photo by
Edgar Antonio Núñez.

“It will be a privilege to provide women
in the Henderson community with new
and advanced treatment options for
gynecological disorders including endo
metriosis, pelvic pain, abnormal uterine
bleeding.”

“With the shortage of physicians, especially in Nevada, having one
more office open that offers the ability to see physicians for family
medicine, sports medicine, musculoskeletal medicine, geriatric medi
cine, pediatric neurology, infectious disease, pulmonology and allergy
and immunology in addition to all aspects of women’s services, general
surgery, plastic surgery, surgical oncology and bariatric surgery is an
incredible asset to any community and we are very excited to offer it to
Henderson,” said Palmer.
School of Medicine faculty based in the new Henderson Patient
Care Center have visited with many of the local Henderson physician
offices in order to inform them of the many sub-specialties that the
medical school has brought to their community. On these visits, faculty

bring with them the promise of easFOR YOUR
ing the process of referring patients
INFORMATION
to School of Medicine physicians
A complete list of services and
physicians, as well as the phone
along with putting a face to a name
numbers to call to make an ap
and opening up lines of communica
pointment at the Patient Care Cen
tion for a future successful relationter—Henderson are available at
medicine.nevada.edu/henderson.
ship for the benefit of patients and
the community as a whole.
As for future plans, Rencher said
as time moves forward, the School of Medicine wants to bring this
concept of multispecialty patient care centers to other geographic areas
of the valley.
“The idea is to have one-stop care in one location, where a primary
care physician can refer a patient to a specialist within the same build
ing,” he said.
“Across the hall, not across town like Las Vegas medical care is cur
rently configured.” •
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Partnerships with major Nevada hospitals
will grow residency training
MountainView, Renown Health to have training programs in next few years
» BY SUSAN HILL, APR AND ANNE MCMILLIN, APR
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NEW PARTNERS IN HEALTH
Partnerships formed between Renown Health, MountainView
Hospital and the School of Medicine will significiantly grow physician
training for Nevada. Photos courtesy Renown Health (opposite page)
and MountainView Hospital.

A

s a partial solution to the need to provide more physician
training opportunities in Nevada, the University of Ne
vada School of Medicine formed two new major hospital
partnerships earlier this year.
In May, the School of Medicine and Renown Health
announced preliminary agreement on an initial five-year plan to benefit
northern Nevadans and significantly increase the number of physi
cians who train and practice in Nevada. The recommendations of a
joint steering committee included the creation of a formal affiliation
agreement between both organizations and a joint leadership team to
guide and oversee the implementation of new medical educational and
research programs at the School of Medicine’s Reno campus.
While Renown Health has committed $5 million over the next three
years toward the implementation of the five-year plan and this strategic
partnership, success in achieving the goals will ultimately depend upon
funding from the State of Nevada, private donors, grants and other
sources of income.
“The steering committee has been acutely aware of the extraordinary
opportunity provided by this affiliation to transform medical care and
medical education in northern Nevada through the creation of a full,

four-year medical school campus and expanded student and resident
teaching capacity,” said Thomas L. Schwenk, M.D., School of Medi
cine dean.
“We’re committed to moving forward to implement new programs in
ways that are ambitious, strategic and responsible.”
Donald C. Sibery, then-interim CEO of Renown Health said: “It is
exciting to see two of the largest non-profit organizations in northern
Nevada come together in a collaboration that benefits our commu
nity, the region and the entire state of Nevada. This will change the
trajectory of medical education and healthcare delivery in Northern
Nevada, helping to ensure increased access to healthcare in the area for
generations to come.”
The new president and chief executive officer of Renown Health,
Anthony Slonim, M.D., Dr.PH, has picked up where Sibery left off,
with a full commitment to the growing a successful partnership.
“With our recent partnership with the University of Nevada School
of Medicine, we have the distinct privilege of being able to partner to
provide the education and training for physicians who will serve our
communities for decades to come. We are honored to serve in this
capacity,” said Slonim.
synapse | F A L L 2 0 1 4
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In addition to Schwenk and
Sibery, the steering committee
consisted of Renown and School
of Medicine leaders, local and
rural physicians and community
leaders. The committee also
included Nevada System of
Higher Education Chancellor
Daniel Klaich, Board of Regents
Chairman Kevin Page, Renown
Health Board of Governors
Chairman David Line and
Renown Regional Medical
Center Chairman of the Board
of Directors Blake Smith.
Bruce James, president and
CEO of Nevada New-Tech,
Inc., former National Institutes
of Health Advisory Board
Chairman, former Public Printer
of the United States and chief
executive officer of the U. S.
Government Printing Office,
served as committee chairman.
While the School of Medicine
and Renown have had an affili
ation to train internal medicine
and family medicine residents
for many years, this collabora
tion magnifies that relationship
in several significant ways, particularly in expanding medical
student teaching capacity in
partnership with community
physicians in northern Nevada.
A month later, MountainView Hospital and the Universi
ty of Nevada School of Medicine
formally agreed to work toward
the development of an expanded
graduate medical education program based at MountainView
Hospital in Las Vegas.
All graduate medical educa
tion positions are open to appli
cants from any accredited medi
cal school. The planned program
will represent a significant
increase in existing positions in
southern Nevada, from the cur
rent 233 to 380 or more, in sev
eral primary care and specialty
disciplines. The program will
help enhance the local supply
of physicians serving southern
Nevada and help to improve
patient care access for the Las
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE/RENOWN AFFILIATION LAUNCHES
WITH NEUROLOGY PROGRAM

T

he Renown Health and School
of Medicine steering committee recommended a strategic
partnership with a number of key
expectations, beginning with the
establishment of a new neurology department at the medical school.
Pending approval from the Board of
Regents, noted Renown Institute of Neurosciences medical director and neurologist
John Rothrock, M.D., will be the department’s
founding chair.
School of Medicine Department of Neurology faculty members also will come from the
Renown Institute of Neurosciences.
These physician faculty members will
be involved both in enhanced teaching in
neurology-related courses during the first
two years of medical school, and the clinical
or clerkship (hospital and medical practicebased) teaching in the third- and fourth-years
of medical school.
In addition, with the goal of reducing the
significant shortage of neurologists in Nevada,
a new residency in neurology as well as a fel
lowship program in headache medicine are in
the planning stages for launch in the next two
to three years.
Residency programs are required after
medical school to prepare doctors to practice
medicine in a medical specialty, and fellowship programs follow residency for doctors
BRAIN TRUST
From top left clockwise are neurologists John Rothrock, M.D., medical
who wish to practice in subspecialty areas.
director of the Renown Institute of Neurosciences; Adel Aziz, M.D.; Ivan
Neurology residency takes three years to
Lopez, M.D., director of the Renown Institute for Neurosciences Stroke
Center; Barbara Schwartz, M.D.; Jonathan Spivak, M.D.; and Melissa Bloch,
complete, and headache fellowship is an adM.D. Photos courtesy of Renown Health.
ditional year.
Ivan Lopez, M.D., director of the Renown
Institute for Neurosciences Stroke Center, has been named program director of the planned neurology residency and headache fellowship.
“The neurology residency and headache fellowship programs will help to mitigate neurologist
shortages statewide, as well as increase access to patient care and heighten quality of care statewide,” said Miriam Bar-on, M.D., associate dean of graduate medical education.
“These enhancements of neuroscience teaching will reach across the medical school curriculum
and through neurology residency and headache fellowship programs,” added Timothy Baker,
M.D.’04, associate dean for medical education.
“They will span the spectrum of medical education.”

“The announcement that MountainView
Hospital and the University of Nevada
School of Medicine have joined together
to create an expanded graduate medi
cal education program for Nevada is
commendable. I look forward to Moun
tainView accepting its first residents
and for the larger impact this will have
on Nevada health care.”
Vegas community. The expected start of the first residency program at
MountainView Hospital could be as early as July 2016, depending on
the speed with which a final affiliation agreement is reached.
Preliminary discussions have focused on training programs in criti
cally needed primary care areas of internal medicine, family medicine
and geriatrics, as well as general surgery, urology, neurology and other
selected medical and surgical subspecialties.
The total program size of 250 or more additional resident positions
will be developed over a five-year window.
The major expansion in southern Nevada residency training opportu
nities proposed in the partnership between the School of Medicine and
MountainView Hospital is expected to have a significant impact on

ADDITIONAL SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
RENOWN HEALTH PARTNERSHIP
PROVISIONS ALSO WILL HAVE A BROAD
VARIETY OF POSITIVE IMPACTS ON
MEDICAL EDUCATION IN NEVADA

»
»

Creation of a leadership team to jointly
guide the affiliation relationship.
Expansion of the School of Medicine on
the University of Nevada, Reno campus to
a full four-year campus for medical student
education, including expanded teaching
capacity for third- and fourth-year medical
students and new residency programs in
pediatrics and neurology. Currently, about
two-thirds of medical students leave the
Reno campus to complete their third and
fourth years in Las Vegas, where the larger
physician base offers a greater array of clini
cal specialties for required rotations. The
expanded educational options afforded

»

»

»
»

new physicians staying in Nevada to practice.
“The announcement that MountainView Hospital and the University
of Nevada School of Medicine have joined together to create an ex
panded graduate medical education program for Nevada is commend
able,” said Nevada Gov. Brian Sandoval.
“I look forward to MountainView accepting its first residents and for
the larger impact this will have on Nevada health care.”
Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman said: “This is only going to
help our state and is a giant step toward our long-awaited goal of
establishing an expanded, quality graduate medical education program
in Nevada.”
“This is an innovative program for Las Vegas and MountainView
Hospital. We are looking forward to working with the University
of Nevada School of Medicine toward a graduate medical education
program,” said Chris Mowan, chief executive officer at MountainView
Hospital.
“We want to help grow the pipeline of new physicians, and we want
them to stay in our community. Offering medical students more op
tions for their residency will keep more physicians in Nevada and assist
as we continue to elevate patient care in our community.”
“This partnership with MountainView Hospital is incredibly excit
ing, and is particularly notable because private hospitals have not
traditionally affiliated with medical schools for large residency training
programs,” said Schwenk.
“This agreement is a tribute to the vision and leadership of Moun
tainView’s medical staff, the Board of Trustees and the entire care
team. This affiliation could lead to 50 to 60 residency and fellowship
graduates each year who have a high likelihood of staying in southern
Nevada and enhancing its health and health care.” •

by the partnership will make it possible to
complete all four years of medical school in
Reno for those who desire that option.
Enlistment of the critical support of estab
lished private practicing physicians and
physicians in the Renown Medical Group
to participate as part-time faculty to teach
the medical students and expanded resi
dencies contemplated in the five-year plan.
Creation of new third-year clerkships
(neurology, obstetrics and gynecology,
emergency medicine and surgery) and
expanded fourth-year electives (internal
medicine, family medicine, pediatrics and
psychiatry).
Creation of a new joint leadership position
of chair of pediatrics for the School of Medi
cine and chief clinical officer for Renown
Children’s Hospital.
Assessment of all current and proposed
clinical research at the School of Medicine

»

to determine whether Renown and its
medical staff have a potential to participate
as investigators.
Planning for the construction of a donorfunded Center for Education and Clinical
Simulation at Renown Regional Medical
Center.

“The University of Nevada School of Medicine
appreciates the endorsement of the Board
of Regents of this creative approach to
enhancing neurology teaching and research
in northern Nevada,” said Thomas L. Schwenk,
School of Medicine dean.
“This partnership is symbolic of the larger
relationship between the medical school and
Renown Health that we believe will transform
medical care and medical education and
lead to the training of new physicians in new
specialties to serve Nevada.”
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Family supports student scholarships with endowment
Professionalism in Medicine awardees honored

F

ive School of Medicine students were recognized at this
year’s Clinician’s Ceremony on June 30 with scholarships,
thanks to the generosity of the Jerry and Janet Zebrack
Scholarship Endowment.
Recipient Mark Taylor said the scholarship will help him
continue to embrace the learning opportunities, such as the Student
Outreach Clinics, in which he has been involved at the school.
“On a deeper level, this scholarship means a lot to me because I
was chosen to receive this award by my peers. The fact that my peers
nominated me makes me want to work harder to continue to earn their
respect as friends and colleagues,” he said, adding a special thanks to
the Zebrack family for their support and the scholarship.
Stephanie Martinez said she is humbled to be recognized for main
taining the values and high standards that the medical school seeks in
all their students.
“This generous scholarship will help lessen the financial burden of
buying books in order to further my knowledge while staying up-to-
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» BY ANNE MCMILLIN, APR

date on the most current medical litera
ture,” she added.
Diane Mar said it is a special honor to
be recognized by people who have gone on
this journey with her.
“It is both a reminder of the reasons I
went into medicine and a motivator to continue to improve in order to
be able to live up to the ideals that this scholarship represents,” she said.
The Zebrack family has a strong commitment to medicine – not only
to the care of patients, but to the teaching and nurturing of the future
generations of physicians - and wanted to recognize the professional
ism in medicine award recipients. These awards will be supported from
a perpetual scholarship fund that was endowed for this purpose.
Jerry Zebrack, M.D., graduated from UCLA Medical School in
1965, where he also did his cardiology fellowship.
Upon acceptance into medical school, he gave notice at Thrifty Drug
Store where he had worked for the previous nine years. When his
HOW TO
GIVE BACK
For information on creating
a scholarship or giving,
contact the development
office at (775) 682-7350.

A HELPING HAND
Medical student Kabir Suri, Zebrack scholarship
recipient and Gold Humanism Professional Award
recipient, applies compression bandages over
an abscess caused by a resistant strain of staph
aureus at University Medical Center in Las Vegas.
Photo by Edgar Antonio Núñez.

“On a deeper level, this scholarship
means a lot to me because I was cho
sen to receive this award by my peers.
The fact that my peers nominated me
makes me want to work harder to con
tinue to earn their respect as friends
and colleagues.”

resignation was received, the president of the company asked Zebrack
to come to his office. Zebrack was hesitant, but when he arrived in the
office, the president handed him a check for $10,000 as a thanks for his
loyalty and years of service.
“That money paid for my first two years of medical school,” Ze
brack said. He added that the president of the company asked that he
consider paying the scholarship forward; the Jerry and Janet Zebrack
Scholarship Endowment is a result of his keeping that promise.
“I would encourage recipients of this scholarship to do the same
when they are older and able to do so,” Zebrack said.
Following his education and training years, Jerry and his wife, Janet
Cady Zebrack, moved to Reno to establish his cardiology practice and
raise their two sons, James and John.
He joined the School of Medicine, teaching cardiac physiology and
continued on as a clinical instructor until 2005, mentoring more than
200 medical students in his practice.
Janet worked as an elementary school teacher and is now writing
non-fiction photo books for children based on her 25 years in the
classroom and as a mentor for student teachers.
James Zebrack, M.D.’95, is practicing cardiology in Salt Lake City
and is on the faculty of the University of Utah Medical School. He is
supervising an active medical research program along with mentoring
medical students and residents. James married Michelle McCormack,
M.D.’96, who is an associate professor at Stanford Medical School and
the University of Utah with a specialty in pediatric intensive care.
John Zebrack, M.D.’01, practices orthopedics in Reno, and is ac
tively mentoring medical students. His wife, Jennifer, graduated from
Creighton University School of Medicine, did her internal medicine
residency with the School of Medicine and served as faculty in its
internal medicine department for 10 years. •

THESE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS, ALL FROM THE CLASS
OF 2016, WERE ALSO THE RECIPIENTS OF THE GOLD HU
MANISM HONOR SOCIETY PROFESSIONALISM IN MEDI
CINE AWARDS. THE AWARD HAS FIVE CATEGORIES THAT
ARE GIVEN TO MEDICAL STUDENTS WHO DEMONSTRATE
THESE QUALITIES AND ARE SELECTED BY CLASSMATES.
ALTRUISM
KABIR SURI
» Unselfish concern for the welfare of others
» Demonstrates concern, kindness and interest for others,
even at the expense of his own needs; prioritizes others
ahead of himself
DUTY
MARK TAYLOR, JOHN KIM
» Often identified as leaders in their class
» Sees a need, then takes care of it; is reliable and capable
» Has a strong sense of values and beliefs which guides their
efforts
HUMILITY
DIANE MAR
» Not self-promoting, but motivated by values
» Does not seek attention or acknowledgment from others
when doing something remarkable
» Has a gentle nature, being helpful but not forceful, capable
and never condescending
INTEGRITY
STEPHANIE MARTINEZ
» Is trustworthy in matters of confidentiality; has earned the
trust of others
» Has a strong sense of what is right in the way she treats her
colleagues, faculty and staff
» Demonstrates strong personal ethics and a steadfast
adherence to a strict moral code
RESPECT
ALEXANDER CHANG
» Is often sought out for his insight, knowledge and opinion
» Approaches patients, colleagues and others with a “do
unto others” philosophy
» Is considerate of others
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Pediatrics chair focuses on subspecialist hires in Las Vegas
» BY ANNE MCMILLIN, APR

A

familiar face returned to Las Vegas earlier this year when
Nevin Wilson, M.D.’82, returned to his hometown to
take up the reins of the School of Medicine’s pediatrics
department in southern Nevada.
Board-certified, he previously served as chair of
the School of Medicine’s pediatrics department in Reno, where he
established a growing academic allergy and immunology practice and
doubled the size of the department’s clinical facility.
Back in southern Nevada for nearly a year, Wilson’s focus has been
on recruiting new faculty and adding medical subspecialty expertise to
the pediatrics department.
His goal has been to provide new services by partnering the depart
mental expertise in allergy and immunology with related conditions.
To that end, he established an eosinophilic esophangitis clinic combin
ing the expertise of allergy with that of pediatric gastroenterology to
treat young patients who have allergies of the esophagus, making it
difficult to swallow.
He also created an immunodeficiency clinic marrying the subspecial
ties of infectious disease and allergy and immunology to address the
needs of children who get repeated infections.
The department also is working in collaboration with the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas Center for Autism Spectrum Disorder to pull
together medical doctors from the School of Medicine with doctorate
research faculty at UNLV to work toward increased research oppor
tunities with the goal of improving health care for southern Nevada’s
children with conditions on the disorder spectrum.
“Our goal is to raise our profile in the community by improving our
subspecialty services in southern Nevada to increase the quality of care
for our young patients,” he said, adding that in the process, the depart
ment will also offer expanded educational opportunities for students,
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“Our goal is to raise our profile in the
community by improving our subspe
cialty services in southern Nevada to in
crease the quality of care for our young
patients.”
residents and community physicians.
“We hope to open our collaborative research potential to improve
patient care,” he said.
The pediatrics department is reaching out to the Clark County
School District and placing its residents in school-based health centers,
primarily at middle schools, for their adolescent medicine rotations.
“Sometimes, the only time these kids see a doctor is our residents in a
school-based health center,” Wilson said.
Wilson and Mary Beth Hogan, M.D., pediatrics professor with
expertise in allergy and immunology who also transferred to the Las
Vegas pediatrics department from Reno, hope to pick up their allergen
research studies now that they are in southern Nevada.
Hogan said that their clinical research
previously was focused on what they saw in
the practice that was then applied to help
MORE INFO
For details about Las
patients.
Vegas pediatric allergy
One research interest has been sort
and immunology services,
ing out mold allergy sensitization in the
visit medicine.nevada.edu/
patient-care/specialties.
Nevada desert.

EAR EXAMINATION
Nevin Wilson, M.D., examines a young patient’s ear with
an otoscope at the University Pediatic Center in Las
Vegas. Photo by Edgar Antonio Núñez.

“The Great Basin sits in a geographi
cal bowl with little rain so the pollens
can’t be washed out; they are perennial,”
Hogan said. She didn’t expect to see
patients presenting with mold and dust
mite allergies. Yet they were.
They developed patient surveys and
subsequent statistical analysis revealed
that patients with swamp coolers had
higher incidents of dust mite and mold
allergy than patients in homes with air
conditioners. Based on these results,
specific recommendations for avoidance
measures to patients and their families
have been instituted.
In addition, Hogan has partnered with
University of Nevada, Reno microbiolo
gist Ruth Gault, Ph.D., and the Centers
for Disease Control to identify which
molds are prevalent indoors and outdoors
in the Great Basin.
Each desert climate is unique to mold
growth and little research has been

NEW FACES
One of the first orders of busi
ness for Wilson was recruiting
and hiring pediatric specialists
in Las Vegas, including:
Mario Gaspar De Alba, M.D.
Behavioral and developmental
pediatrics; autism
Mary Beth Hogan, M.D.
Allergy and immunology
Rebecca Scherr, M.D.
Pediatric gastroenterology
David Di John, M.D.
Pediatric infectious diseases
Alexandra Aguilar, M.D.
Pediatric endocrinology

performed in the desert southwest. This research to identify mold
species is important to allergic asthmatic individuals as they may have
increased disease severity if sensitized to certain mold species.
Wilson said he wouldn’t be surprised to see increased cases of weed
and grass allergies and fewer mold and dust mite allergies in the Las
Vegas Valley, since more households have air conditioners than swamp
coolers due to the higher overall temperatures.
New studies are in progress investigating the association of obesity,
allergies and asthma. It is not known whether obesity is a consequence
of lack of exercise due to asthma or if obese children are more suscepti
ble to asthma. It is hoped that preliminary work in this area might also
lead to developing an intervention to break the cycle of inactivity that
asthmatic children experience which also will assist in weight control.
This work is being performed in conjunction with Sheniz Moonie,
Ph.D., a researcher in epidemiology and biostatistics at the UNLV
School of Community Health Sciences, who is in a joint doctorate
program with the University of Nevada, Reno. •

Rita Shah, M.D.
Pediatric hospitalist
Rooman Ahad, M.D.
Pediatric neurology
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HELPING VETERANS
A fifth-generation Nevada, Jonathan McCaleb, M.D.’07,
decided to remain in Reno to treat military veterans.
Photo by Edgar Antonio Núñez.

VA, Renown Health offer rich training grounds for fellowship
Training doctors to care for older Nevadans » BY ANNE PERSHING

W

ith a fellowship devoted to the health care needs
of older Nevadans, the School of Medicine’s Reno
campus is looking to train physicians for the state’s
burgeoning aging population.
The geriatrics fellowship offers advanced training
and mentoring in geriatric medicine with concentrations in rehabilitation, home care, transitional levels of care, patient safety and medical
directorship with an interdisciplinary team experience. Training sites
for this fellowship are the Veterans Administration Sierra Nevada
Health Care System in Reno and Renown Health.
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The Department of Internal Medicine provides some salary and
administrative support and mandatory oversight and monitoring of
the fellowship as required by the Accreditation Council on Graduate
Medical Education, which oversees physician training nationally.
Kristen Alexander, program coordinator for the fellowship, said she
is fortunate to be supporting a program whose trainees voluntarily ex
tend their education for the sole purpose of caring for society’s parents,
grandparents and veterans.
In regard to the state’s need to train geriatric fellows, Neila
Shumaker, M.D., geriatrics fellowship program director, explained that

VA SIERRA NEVADA HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
The VA in Reno provides primary and secondary care to a
geographical area that includes 20 counties in northern
Nevada and northeastern California. Photo by Darin Farr.

“A well-designed electronic medical
record and the ability to access records
from other VAs exposes learners to a
powerful model of comprehensive, coor
dinated, patient-centered care. ”

Nevada’s physician growth has not kept up with Nevada’s population
growth, especially in the primary specialties.
“Geriatricians are primary care specialists who can also provide con
sultation and education to both health care professionals and the pub
lic,” she said, adding: “The health care of frail elders is about balancing
risk and benefit, as well as choice and quality of life in medical care and
intervention decisions.”
She pointed out that the Reno VA is a consistent statewide leader in
terms of quality and patient satisfaction and that education and train
ing, being core missions of the VA, offer many students, residents and
other trainees in medicine, psychology, pharmacy, nutrition and social
work the opportunity to learn.
Shumaker explained that the variety of problems and diagnoses seen
at the VA makes for a strong clinical education environment.
“A well-designed electronic medical record and the ability to access
records from other VAs exposes learners to a powerful model of com
prehensive, coordinated, patient-centered care. At the VA, our fellows
train in our 60-bed skilled nursing facility and in primary and specialty
outpatient clinics," she said.
Shumaker added that Renown Health and the VA together provide
balanced experience between the public and private models and be
tween male and female patients.
For example, more women veterans are seeking care at the VA, but
not necessarily in the geriatric age group.
As for the veteran population seen by the fellows, Shumaker said

some are physiologically older than their chronological age due to dif
ficult lives and circumstances of having served in the military.
“In the nursing home, where most of our geriatrics training occurs,
we see some veterans under 60, but most are in their 60s, 70s and 80s.
Veterans we care for face many of the same diseases and disabilities,
namely medical, neurologic, orthopaedic and vascular diseases related
to diabetes, heart and lung disease. We also see a lot of cancer and vari
ous types of dementia," Shumaker said.
She said a high percentage of Nevada fellows have taken positions
with the VA and Renown, thus benefiting those medical care centers
and their patients.
Current geriatrics fellow Jonathan McCaleb, M.D.’07, who also
completed his family medicine residency and the hospice and pallia
tive care fellowship with the School of Medicine, speaks highly of his
learning experiences with the geriatric fellowship.
“Working with older veterans at the VA and Renown has enhanced
my ability to help optimize their quality of life and see what a great
difference geriatric care provides. In our role as fellows at the VA, we
manage patients’ chronic health issues, which includes both mental
and physical problems. It makes my day when I can help veterans be
restored to their baseline level of functioning and healthy living, both
mentally and physically,” McCaleb explained.
McCaleb, a fifth-generation Nevadan from Reno, chose to come
back and do his second fellowship with the School of Medicine so he
could work again with his mentors and hone his practice of geriatric
medicine to the benefit of veterans.
“Dr. Shumaker is a fantastic leader and a very experienced clinical
teacher. I’ve learned everything I know about the geriatric paradigm
from her and Dr. Kelly Conright, program director for the hospice and
palliative medicine fellowship. They nurtured my interest in geriatrics
and inspired me to want to learn more. They also encouraged me to
expand my horizons and were attentive to my educational needs.”
He plans to remain in Reno to practice medicine following comple
tion of his fellowship next summer. •
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School adds fellowships
to graduate medical
education portfolio
» BY ANNE MCMILLIN, APR

GASTROENTEROLOGISTS
Christian Stone, M.D., right, reviews
a patient’s magnetic resonance
imaging test with gastroenterology
fellow Syed Abdul Basit, M.D., in
the endoscopy suite at University
Medical Center. Photo by Edgar
Antonio Núñez.

T

he School of Medicine made further steps in its commit
ment to improving health care for Nevadans by growing its
graduate medical education portfolio in Las Vegas with the
addition of three new fellowship programs this year.
“I am very happy to announce that our fellowships in gas
troenterology and cardiology have been accredited,” said John Varras,
M.D., internal medicine department chair.
These two newly Accreditation Council Graduate Medical Educa
tion accredited fellowships are the first-of-their-kind training programs
for Nevada. The cardiology fellowship began this summer with three
fellows starting their first year.
“This fellowship is the first step in bringing subspecialty training to
Las Vegas and retaining subspecialists here to address the severe physi
cian shortage,” said Miriam Bar-on, M.D., associate dean for graduate
medical education, explaining that with the addition of cardiology,
internal medicine residents now have the option to stay in Las Vegas
for additional subspecialty training.
Chowdhury Ahsan, M.D., Ph.D., professor and cardiology fellow
ship program director, said it has been a dream of his for seven years to
start this fellowship at the School of Medicine to teach clinical cardiol
ogy with the goal of increasing patient care for Nevadans.
According to Ahsan, fellowship training will focus on complicated
and routine cardio-vascular patient care in the clinical setting and also
provide opportunities for robust scholarly activities including original
research, publishing and hosting continuing medical education confer
ences. Training sites for the cardiology fellowship include University
Medical Center, the Veterans Administration Southern Nevada
Health Care System (VA) and Nevada Heart and Vascular Imaging.
This summer also saw the start of the new gastroenterology fellow
ship. Two fellows began their three-year fellowship program with
monthly rotations at the VA and UMC. The first year of the fellowship
focuses heavily on gaining clinical expertise in hospitalized patient care
and becoming proficient in endoscopic procedures, according to fel
lowship director Christian Stone, M.D., MPH, associate professor and
chief of the section of gastroenterology.
“The second and third years of the fellowship provide specialized
rotations in inflammatory bowel disease, motility disorders, hepatology,
advanced endoscopy, and pancreatic and biliary diseases,” said Stone.
Fellows will also participate in a continuity clinic where they follow
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the same patients in the same location over the three-year program.
Stone said this fellowship program will give the School of Medicine
opportunities to plan conferences on gastroenterology-related topics
that will benefit the entire southern Nevada healthcare community.
“We hope to train fellows with superior clinical skills and research
expertise. After completing the fellowship, as these newly minted gas
troenterologists start to practice in the community, we can be confident
that they will serve the best interests of patients,” Stone said.
Over at the psychiatry and behavioral sciences department, Lisa Du
rette, M.D., is program director for southern Nevada’s first child and
adolescent psychiatry fellowship training program that began in July.
According to Durette, the fellowship was established to help allevi
ate the severe shortage of child psychiatrists in southern Nevada.
Two fellows began the two-year program this summer and will be
spending their time at training sites including UMC, the Clark County
Department of Family Services, Clark County Juvenile Justice Services
and Desert Willow Treatment Center.
In addition, they will follow the same group of patients in a continu
ity clinic at Healthy Minds, in partnership with the Department of
Family Services. In this setting, fellows work alongside marriage and
family therapists, licensed clinical social workers, psychologists and
child neuropsychologists to gain a strong understanding of the multi
disciplinary evaluation and treatment of patients.
“Medication may not always be the first and best answer for treat
ment,” Durette said.
Fellows will first be exposed to the fundamentals of what is normal
development in children and adolescents, so that they will be able to
recognize abnormal behavior, Durette explained.
“They will have wide exposure to all settings and levels of severity of
conditions including children in foster care, those who are incarcerated
or in public school programs,” she added.
Within the fellowship, Durette said there is a strong expectation of
conducting research, and fellows will present or publish their original
research projects at national meetings.
Providing opportunities for residents in these programs to remain
in Nevada for advanced training increases the likelihood that they will
remain in Nevada to practice. Other potential fellowship programs in
discussion include pulmonary critical care, headache, endocrinology,
colorectal surgery and addiction medicine. •

Online physician ratings
Approach with caution

BY ANDY PASTERNAK, M.D.

F

or practicing physicians, the rise of the Internet has re
sulted in many benefits while simultaneously giving rise to
new drawbacks. Internet-based physician review sites are a
prime example. The web has given anyone with access to a
computer or smart phone a forum to voice their opinions.
In the travel and restaurant industries, well-established online review
websites with large numbers of reviews help customers by giving them
more up-to-date recommendations than traditional print books. In the
same way that people can review the hotel they stayed at or the restau
rant they ate at last night, now, patients can similarly review physicians,
hospitals and the medical industry in public forums.
While there may be some potential benefits, medicine
has particular issues compared to other service indus
tries, raising very interesting questions.
Websites posting
physician reviews
Both generic service industry websites,
for example, Angie’s List, Yahoo!
and others, and more health care
specific websites are battling to
become the dominant website for
people to use when researching
their physician. Each of these
websites has their own particular
methodology for capturing the
patient’s review. Some websites
have specific rating systems while
others rely more on open-ended
comments from patients. In some
cases, the differences in methodology
could paint very different pictures of the
same provider.
Issues specific to medicine
Unlike the restaurant or hotel industry where a few
websites have matured and dominate the market, no one
particular physician Internet review site currently fills this role. Instead,
patients have a plethora of websites they can access to review provid
ers. This, in turn, dilutes the number of reviews for any one provider
on a specific site. One website might have only a glowing review, while
another website might have a scathing comment on the same doctor.
Because of this, it’s often difficult to get an accurate picture of the

physician, clinic or hospital from a single
ABOUT THE WRITER
online source.
Andy Pasternak, M.D., an
While health care is a certainly a service
adjunct clinical professor, is
industry, practicing medicine is fundamen
director of the Silver Sage
Center for Family Medicine
tally different from other service industries.
in Reno.
One major issue is that the patient’s opin
ion of their care may or may not actually
reflect the quality of care that was provided. While medicine is making
strides to create a more patient-centered system, there may be specific
times where patients may have unrealistic expectations or make undue
demands of their physicians.
For example, patients may request medications from
their physician that may not be medically neces
sary such as narcotic pain medications, other
controlled prescriptions, or performance
enhancing medications. Other times,
patients may insist on unnecessary tests
or procedures. Finally, if patients and
their families get unfortunate news,
it could affect how they review that
particular provider or hospital in
spite of the physician providing
high quality care.
Within the medical commu
nity, physicians debate how much
they need to monitor and address
website reviews of their practice.
There is also quite a bit of variance
of how much practices encourage
their patients to review them online.
Providers who offer elective care such as
plastic surgeons or cosmetic dermatolo
gists tend to be more aware of their online
profile than physicians who provide services
where the patient has less of a choice of who will
provide care for them. Due to privacy issues, physicians
also can’t respond specifically to a bad review as a restaurant
owner or hotel manager is able.
It is critical for patients to understand all of these issues if and when
they use physician rating websites and to take these reviews with a
grain of salt. Old fashioned word-of-mouth from friends and family or
asking a physician with whom you already have an established relation
ship still may be the best way to pick your next provider. •
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ALUMNI PRESIDENT MESSAGE

NEW ALUMNI PRESIDENT
EXCITED TO SERVE

H

ello to you all! I
am very excited
to be president of
the University of
Nevada School
of Medicine Alumni Association
and look forward to the upcoming
year. I am so proud of what our
school has accomplished and the
exemplary physicians we are ma
triculating. This opportunity to give
back to our school and students is
an honor.

THE EXCITEMENT OF ORIENTATION WEEK
This year has started off with the privilege to participate in the Class
of 2018’s orientation week. I was honored to be able to speak at their
White Coat Ceremony in front of not only the students, but also their
friends and family.
To see the excitement and pride amongst the crowd was exhilarat
ing and definitely put some new life into me when I returned to see
patients in my practice.
I encourage my fellow alumni to partici
pate in the various opportunities to work
with our students, whether it be precepting,
MORE INFO
To learn more about the
mentoring or any of the other programs
association, visit medicine.
that arise. I congratulate the Class of 2018
nevada.edu/alumni.
on their acceptance into our School of
Medicine family and in four years’ time,
into our association.
HOMECOMING RECOGNITIONS AND AWARDS
At our annual alumni reception in October, we celebrated our Alum
nus of the Year, Rubin Saavedra, M.D.’95, at the annual Homecoming
Gala in Reno. See related article on page 25. Dr. Saavedra currently
practices in southern Nevada and was honored for the comprehensive
and compassionate care he provides to all with accessibility being a
number one priority.
Fellow alumni Amanda Casey, M.D.’06, and Scott Fielden, M.D.’93
were recognized by the Nevada Alumni Association in the Outstanding
Young Alumnus and Alumni association service categories.
In addition, the 10- and 25-year reunion classes gathered at the
reception and held additional class-specific activities over the home
coming weekend. These events highlighted the fact that we have many
accomplished and quality physicians who have learned and grown from
our school.
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LOOKING AHEAD
I look forward to continuing forward with the mission of the alumni
association and thank Tracey Delaplain, M.D.‘87, for paving the way
and making a hard act to follow for me.
I thank you so much for the generosity of time and donations. We
encourage all of the alumni to participate in the events of our medical
school and sincerely hope that you will consider joining our association.
Helen Gray, M.D.’08, FAFP
President, University of Nevada School of Medicine Alumni Association
hgray@primehealthcare.com
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FLYING OUT TO SERVE
Rubin Saavedra, M.D., averages one to two flights
a week to Round Mountain to provide medical
care to that mining community. Photo by Edgar
Antonio Núñez.

Desire to serve fuels physician’s passion
» BY ANNE MCMILLIN, APR

W

ith an infectious laugh, a
positive outlook and an
enthusiasm that is palatable,
Rubin Saavedra, M.D.’95,
has a passion for caring for
the underserved and is the 2014 School of
Medicine Outstanding Alumnus of the Year.
“I am blown away; this is quite an honor to
be recognized by the medical school. It makes
me think that what I am trying to do really
matters,” said the 1995 graduate who is board
certified in family medicine and has spent the
majority of his career with the Community
Outreach Medical Center, a multi-lingual
primary care facility that focuses on caring for
the uninsured, the working poor and those
battling HIV in southern Nevada.
Saavedra started the Community Outreach
Medical Center about 10 years ago when he
began reaching out to HIV patients as he was
treating them for other conditions.
According to its website, the medical center
provides high quality comprehensive health
care, intensive case management and col
laborative outreach to medically underserved
populations in southern Nevada.
Since 2005, nearly 50,000 people have
received medical care from the Community
Outreach Medical Center saving millions in
emergency room visits. The center provides
affordable medical care to improve the lives of

patients in urban Las Vegas through kind and
compassionate medical care.
“I love these patients and enjoy being able to
treat them with new medications. They fuel
my passion as I gain experience treating them,”
Saavedra said, adding that his patients are
highly appreciative of the time he gives them
and the fact that he is a good listener.
“I become their friend,” he said. “There is
the sense that what I do makes a real impact
on their lives because you are there for them.
And making a difference for them is what
makes it personal, and fun, for me.”
Saavedra traces his passion for medicine
back to high school, where he was part of the
School of Medicine’s minorities in medicine
program, something that appealed to the
first generation Mexican-American, who also
worked as an emergency medical technician
as a teen.
“Helping the poor and underserved has
always been my passion,” he said.
As a fourth-year medical student, Saavedra
learned he had Guillain-Barre syndrome and
had difficulty completing his rotations as a
result of the condition.
“Yet this experience of being partially dis
abled helped me to empathize and become a
better doctor,” he said.
Following graduation from the School of
Medicine, the Las Vegas native completed his

residency with his alma mater’s family medi
cine program in Las Vegas, where he said he
learned a lot, had fun in the process and gained
a great deal of experience, including learning to
run a nonprofit health care provider.
He followed residency with an HIV certifi
cation program at the University of California,
San Francisco before returning to Las Vegas
to set up his practice.
Saavedra said he gains as much as he gives
in his work with his nonprofit and from that
stems his satisfaction and his reward.
When asked about any advice he might
have for those early in their medical career,
Saavedra said building one’s reputation as a
physician isn’t that difficult.
“Listen to your patients, care for them to the
best of your ability and do the best you can
with each patient.”
Taking his passion for caring for those
with limited access to primary health care
options, Saavedra flies his private airplane to
the extremely remote Nevada town of Round
Mountain to care for mine employees and
their families. He took over the clinic two
years ago at the request of a friend who asked
him to consider the challenge.
“This is the only clinic for 75 miles and it
represents Nevada’s roots as a rural state. I see
the state in a totally different way when I fly
out there and treat my patients,” he said. •
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS
SUPPORTING CAST
Seated left to right, Jacqueline
Nguyen, alliance co-chair; Deborah Kuhls, M.D., assistant dean of
academic affairs; Wendy Nelson,
director of development; Ann
Diggins, director of student
affairs; Gloria Aberman, alliance
co-chair. Back row, scholarship
recipients Angela Villamagna,
Krystle Tuano, M.D.’14, and Sean
Comeau. Photo by Edgar Antonio
Núñez.

Medical society, alliance support students
» BY ANNE MCMILLIN, APR

I

n 2014, School of Medicine students
continued to benefit from the generos
ity of both the Clark County Medical
Society and the Clark County Medical
Society Alliance.
At the medical society’s installation dinner
and awards gala in June, Dean Thomas L.
Schwenk, M.D., said the School of Medicine
deeply appreciates “the Clark County Medical
Society’s ongoing support of the school and
its students and most especially for this year’s
generous support of scholarships for 13 firstyear students from Clark County.”
Over the past 20 years, the society has sup
ported more than 130 students, with scholar
ships of more than $175,000.
“Your support of medical students and
medical education in Nevada is inspiring to all
of us,” Schwenk concluded.
School of Medicine Clark County Medical
Society Alliance Scholarship Endowment
recipients for 2014 include Krystle Tuano,
M.D.’14, and fourth-year students Angela
Villamagna and Sean Comeau.
These current scholarship recipients and
representatives from the School of Medicine
attended the annual scholarship luncheon this
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spring to express appreciation for the alliance’s
long-standing commitment to the School of
Medicine and to accept a contribution to pro
vide additional scholarships for the upcoming
academic year.
Originally established in 1977, the CCMS
Alliance Scholarship Endowment provides
scholarship support to Clark County high
school graduates in their third or fourth year
of medical school. Over the past 35 years,
the Alliance Scholarship Endowment has
provided for 55 scholarships.
Gloria Aberman, co-chair of the alliance’s
scholarship committee, said her organization
has consistently held fundraisers to support its
scholarship efforts as a way to be supportive of
the medical profession and to help the medi
cal community in its educational growth.
Originally designed as a holiday greeting
card fundraiser within the physician com
munity to support the scholarship endow
ment, the project
has grown to a
GET INVOLVED
community-wide
For information on par
ticipating in this fundraiser,
effort and is one
contact Jacqueline Nguyen
of two the alliance
at jlnguyenlee@gmail.com.
coordinates to

raise resources for its charitable endeavors.
“This is one way we have of contributing to
medical care in southern Nevada. We hope
these students will return to practice so we can
build a better future for medicine and health
care here,” Aberman explained.
The 2015 CCMSA Holiday Scholarship
Project co-chairs are Jacqueline Nguyen-Lee,
Bonnie Ng and Emily Smith.
An endowed scholarship is a permanent
fund that is invested to create a lasting re
source of support that will grow in perpetuity.
Students at the School of Medicine have been
fortunate to receive this support for many
years. The CCMSA generously has supple
mented its scholarship fund in recent years to
ensure additional scholarships are awarded.
The alliance is primarily a service organiza
tion, focusing on health-related needs in the
southern Nevada community. Part of their
mission is to improve the health and quality of
life for all people and to support the education
of those seeking to provide the highest quality
health care. •

CLASS CHAT

Memorial scholarship endowment honors
Graham-Lamberts

M

emorial gifts from the family, friends and colleagues of Caroline GrahamLamberts M.D.’11, have established a scholarship endowment in honor of
the late pediatrician, who is remembered as a great asset to the medical
community through her kindness, compassion and intuition.
Caroline passed away Oct. 28, 2012. Through the outpouring of memorial gifts, the
Caroline Graham-Lamberts, M.D. Memorial Scholarship Endowment was established
for medical students at Nevada who demonstrate excellence in pediatrics, community
service, outreach and excellence beyond the classroom.
Her family also established the Caroline Graham-Lamberts Memorial Classic, an annual
golf tournament to bring Caroline’s friends and family together to honor her memory
and raise funds to continue her legacy through her scholarship fund. This year’s me
morial classic was held on Oct. 26 at Canyon Gate Country Club in Las Vegas.
Photo by John Ries

KIM EAGLE, M.D.’77, has been named fac
ulty director of philanthropy in the University
of Michigan Health System (UMHS) Office
of Development. In addition to continu
ing his other clinical and leadership roles
within UMHS, Eagle will provide executive
leadership for development training programs,
conduct educational sessions for physicians,
and help connect the development program
with a broad spectrum of faculty as the school
embarks on the Victors for Michigan cam
paign and the challenge of meeting the largest
campaign goal in its history.
MATTHEW BARULICH, M.D.’82, a
board-certified OB/GYN, joined the William
Bee Ririe Hospital and Rural Health Clinic in
Ely, Nevada.
CHRISTI MATTEONI, M.D.’93, of GI
Consultants, has been appointed to the
Hometown Health Management Company
board of directors.
MERRITT W. DUNLAP, M.D.’93, has af
filiated with MDVIP, the leader in personal
ized health care with nearly 700 affiliates
nationwide. MDVIP’s personalized health
care program empowers people to reach their
health and wellness goals through in-depth
knowledge, expertise and one-on-one coach

ing with some of the finest primary care
doctors in America. Prior to affiliating with
MDVIP and opening his private personal
ized care practice in Carson City in August of
2013, he served six years in the U.S. Navy and
most recently practiced at a private multispe
cialty group in Carson City for 14 years. He
recently was certified in the Bale/Doneen
Method, developed by Bradley Bale, M.D.
and Amy Doneen, MSN, ARNP.
BRET FREY, M.D.’00, has been appointed
to the Renown South Meadows Board of
Governors.
JIMMY DIEP, M.D.’06, joined the Univer
sity of Nevada School of Medicine Depart
ment of Internal Medicine in Las Vegas. Diep
completed his internal medicine residency
at the School of Medicine’s campus in Las
Vegas. He completed both a fellowship in
cardiology and a fellowship in interventional
cardiology at University of California, Irvine.
He is the first faculty member of the School of
Medicine’s new division of cardiology and will
be working closely with the fellowship and
residency training programs.
SUSAN KNOWLES, M.D.’06, has joined
Carson Tahoe Health Physician Clin
ics, bringing her expertise in rheumatology

to northern Nevada. Her clinical interests
include osteoarthritis, gout, lupus, rheumatoid
arthritis, scleroderma, dermatomyositis and
vasculitis. Following graduation, she com
pleted her internal medicine residency and
rheumatology fellowship at the University of
Arizona in Tucson.
JEREMY BEARFIELD, PH.D., M.D.’11,
FAMILY MEDICINE RESIDENCY ’14,
has joined the team of physicians affiliated
with Northern Nevada Medical Group in
Reno/Sparks.
BEN STUMP, M.D.’11 is now a pulmonary/
critical care fellow at Harvard-Brigham and
Women’s Hospital.
MOLLY TORVINEN, M.D.’11, joined
Northern Nevada Medical Center in Sparks
as a family physician.
KATHLEEN CORNFIELD, M.D.’14 and
DUSTIN HOLLAND, M.D.’14, were mar
ried at Lake Tahoe on May 25, 2014 before
moving to Indianapolis for their residency
training: she in pediatrics, he in emergency
medicine. They met during their first year of
medical school.
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FACULTY FOCUS

Home means Nevada
for new educators
» BY ANNE PERSHING

T

wo obstetrics and gynecology
residents who completed their
training this spring at the Univer
sity of Nevada School of Medicine,
chose to stay in the Silver State
and become faculty members. Why did they
make the decision to stick around and become
educators? Because, they’ll tell you, they love
the School of Medicine and Nevada.
“I’m staying on as an attending physician
with the School of Medicine in the OB/GYN
department in Las Vegas because I believe
one of the strengths of training here is the
clinicians. Our school produces amazing ones,”
said Carissa Sparrow Richardson, M.D.’10.
“We also have access to an amazing research
lab, outstanding faculty and a diverse popula
tion, but I feel our greatest strength is our
access to numerous community physicians
who are out there taking care of people and
educating future physicians while doing it, and
I want to be part of that.” She pointed out that
the teaching in OB/GYN is “a good combina
tion of primary care and surgery, which I love.”
Richardson, whose husband, Cory, finishes
his general surgery residency this year, said she
grew up in Nevada with her parents, who live
in Reno, and other family members who live
in Las Vegas.
She graduated from the University of Ne
vada, Reno in 2004 and the School of Medi
cine in 2010 and then moved to Las Vegas for
her four-year OB/GYN residency.
“I love Nevada, Reno and Las Vegas,” she
said. “There are many opportunities for
physicians and I also have so many hobbies
that I can do here like skiing, hiking, water
skiing, wake boarding and spending time with
family.”
As for her choice of a specialty, she said
she prefers women’s health care because it is
special helping women who help their families.
In regard to teaching, she said that she
loves it.
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“Being a physician,
you learn quickly that
education is key to
almost every aspect
of our day. My job as
a chief resident this
past year has been
such an education. I
am so happy that I
get to continue as an
attending and get to
help new physicians
learn their skills. I
also love Nevada and
the people here, and I
want to stay and con
tinue to contribute by
STAYING PUT
teaching.”
Carissa Richardson, M.D.’10, enjoys the primary care and surgery aspects of obstetrics and gynecology. Photo
Wilfredo Torres,
by Edgar Antonio Núñez.
M.D.’10, expressed
similar sentiments
learned so much from Drs. Dandolu, Quin
about Nevada. Torres, who was born in
tero and Jackson, and others who took their
Estanzuelas, El Savador, first moved to Los
time in teaching me which led to where I am
Angeles and then to Las Vegas in 1995, where
today. Now I want to pay it forward by teach
he graduated from Clark High School. He
ing what I know and be part of a tremendous
completed his undergraduate work at the
staff that trains residents and comes up with
University of Nevada, Reno in 2005 and the
new ideas to help patients and the underSchool of Medicine in 2010.
served. In a nutshell, ideas that will make our
His family still lives in Las Vegas and Tor
residencies and school much stronger.”
res gives them high praise for their support
He also stressed that he plans to tell the
and presence during his education.
residents: “You’re there for your patient. Treat
“I also got a tremendous amount of support
them like family. That’s one of the first things
from my high school teachers and college
I want them to learn.”
professors in the area of academics. They were
As for staying in Nevada, Torres, said he is
so encouraging and took a lot of time with me.
grateful to many.
They taught me not to have boundaries and
“I’ll always be thankful for the support and
to fulfill my dream of becoming a doctor, and
encouragement I have received from the
not to limit myself or be afraid. They wanted
people of Nevada. When I was a resident, I
to help and see me succeed,” he said.
spent two years in Reno and the last two years
At the medical school, he said he enjoyed
in Las Vegas, and the people in both cities are
the fact that his clinical and basic science
incredible. I don’t know what the future holds,
instructors cared so much.
but I love this state and right now I’m so
“Because of it, I feel great about transition
happy to be offered the opportunity to teach.” •
ing from the residency into a teaching role. I

RESIDENT ROUND-UP

CYCLING RESIDENT
Bjorn Flora, M.D., chief internal medicine
resident in Reno, peddles to work most
days. Photo by Edgar Antonio Núñez.

Resident puts pedal to the metal

» BY ANNE PERSHING

jorn Flora, M.D., chief internal
medicine resident in Reno, likes
to do things a bit differently, and
he illustrates that by not driving,
but bicycling to work each day.
Flora, who works at the Veterans Administra
tion Sierra Nevada Health Care System and
Renown Health, lives in south Reno, but
chooses to pedal his way to work.
“I like to get some exercise during the six
days I work while I’m commuting, and riding
the bike fills that need. It also saves me a lot of
money on gas.”
He said he usually rides eight to nine miles
one way.
“If I leave the house early enough, then I
ride down Virginia Street. Otherwise, I take
back roads and city park trails to get to the VA
or Renown. I bike for the exercise as working
the long hours in residency leaves little time
for biking during the week. I also do it be
cause biking is one of my favorite activities. If
I ride daily, then I tend to commute approxi
mately 100 miles per week.”
At night, he takes the back roads home,
even during the winter months.
“I definitely have lights on my cycle-cross
bike, which is perfect for commuting through
town. I also want everyone to know that Reno

included, which involves working with pul
monologists and cardiologists. Other specialty
rotations we work with include nephrology,
endocrinology and more.”
He said that a major benefit of the School
of Medicine’s residency program is that
Renown and the VA bring patients in from
Northern California and across Nevada, thus
giving residents exposure to a vast range of ill
nesses that are not always seen at a city-based
medical center.
“The School of Medicine’s internal medicine
program is fortunate to have so many faculty
members who put forth a great effort into
teaching and mentoring residents,” said Flora.
“The attending physicians are very approach
able and many are graduates of either the medi
cal school or its residency program, and they
want to make sure that we continue graduating
high quality physicians. The local hospitals,
including Renown and the VA, are also very
supportive. We appreciate what they do for us,
and they appreciate what we do for them.”
When asked about his next goal beyond
residency training, Flora replied: “I’m applying
for a pulmonary and critical care fellowship
and am looking forward to learning much
more about both. You can never learn too
much.” •

B

drivers are very courteous. It’s definitely bikefriendly here, and I appreciate that so much,
as do other bikers.”
Flora said Reno is lucky to have bike paths.
He says as a cyclist, he always remembers that
the drivers have the right-of-way.
“Because if I’m hit, I know I’m the one that’s
going to get hurt.”
Flora, who was born in Portland, Ore.,
earned his undergraduate degree in pre-med
and biology and ecology at Alaska Pacific
University and a master’s in biology at Alaska
Fairbanks University. He acquired his medical
degree from Ross University in the Caribbean
island nation of Dominica. He explained that
for clinical rotations as a medical student, he
spent the majority of his time in Saginaw,
Mich. through Michigan State University.
He then completed his internship at the
University of Nevada School of Medicine and
will complete his residency in internal medi
cine next June. As for his position as the thirdyear chief resident, he has both administrative
duties and teaching responsibilities.
“As a senior resident, my duties also include
overseeing interns and first-year medical
students. We work as a team in the intensive
care unit or on the general medical floor at
the VA and Renown. Specialty rotation is also
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

THE PULSE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
Fourth-year medical student Stacy Wong
listens for a heartbeat at the Clinical Simulation Center of Las Vegas. Photo by Edgar
Antonio Núñez.

First graduates give BS-MD program high marks

T

hree medical students who will
graduate in 2015 give high marks
to the BS-MD program offered by
School of Medicine, the University
of Nevada, Reno and University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.
Stacy Wong, Troy Shields and Ashley Gray
were among the first to be accepted into the
program after it was created seven years ago
and will be the first to graduate.
Wong said she learned about the program
while in high school.
“During my junior year at Carson High, it
was by chance that I heard about an exciting
new program the School of Medicine was
offering,” she said.
“The BS-MD program allows a high school
student to apply for medical school and
obtain a medical degree after three years of
undergraduate education at the University of
Nevada, Reno or UNLV and four years of
medical school,” she said.
“It is an honor to be in the pioneering class
of the BS-MD program. It was an oppor
tunity to work with inspiring mentors who
have become lifelong friends. They offered so
much support during my journey to become a
physician.”
Presently, Wong is checking out radiology
and plastic surgery residencies.
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» BY ANNE PERSHING
“I consider Carson City my hometown, but
I am open to going anywhere the opportunity
presents itself.”
Troy Shields is seeking a residency in
orthopaedic surgery, which has been his goal
since he was a teenager. He shadowed an
orthopaedic surgeon at Douglas High School
because he knew he wanted to be a physician.
“While at the University of Nevada, Reno, I
went to a recruitment event sponsored by the
medical school where I learned about the BS
MD program,” he said. He was accepted and
entered the School of Medicine in 2011.
Shields said he credits medical school staff
with being supportive of students.
“They wanted us to succeed. I also credit two
mentors for helping as well. They kept me
focused. I’m grateful for the support I received
from my family, fellow students and the
program. I wanted to stay in Nevada and they
made it happen.”
As for a residency program he said he’ll go
wherever he is needed.
Ashley Gray also has good things to say
about the pro
gram.
LEARN MORE
“I am the first
Call Ann Diggins, director
in
my family to
of student affairs, with your
pursue a career in
questions about the BS-MD
program at (702) 671-6457.
medicine and the

BS-MD program helped make that happen. I
grew up in Henderson, Nevada and gradu
ated from Green Valley High School, where
I learned about the program. I earned my
bachelor’s at the University of Nevada, Reno,
in biochemistry and molecular biology.”
“As a fourth-year medical student, my
aspirations are to work in emergency medicine
internationally. I’m fortunate because I get my
first exposure to international medicine this
February during a rotation in Kenya.”
Gray made a special point of giving the
BS-MD program credit for helping her reach
her goals.
While the students were singing the praises
of the program, Ann Diggins, director of
recruitment and student services, had high
praise for them.
“These students challenged themselves prior
to medical school by taking rigorous course
loads in college and continued to challenge
themselves through medical school. The
program began with a partnership between
the University of Nevada, Reno and UNLV
to keep our best and brightest high school
students in Nevada. These three students have
become excellent future physicians When
they graduate, they will join other outstanding
alumni.” •

HOODED HEROES

Nevada’s newest physicians
CELEBRATING 57 M.D.s
Commencement ceremonies for the Class of 2014
were held on May 16 at the Lawlor Events Center
on the University of Nevada, Reno campus. The 57
graduating medical students celebrated the com
pletion of their undergraduate medical education
by receiving their academic hoods and reciting the
physician’s oath. The Class of 2004 is pursuing resi
dencies in an array of primary and speciality fields.
For a complete list of residency match results, visit
medicine.nevada.edu/match-2014.
Photos by Anne McMillin, APR.
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BRIEFS
NEW MULTIPLE MINI-INTERVIEW PROCESS BEGINS
The Office of Admissions and Student Affairs has implemented a new
interview process, the multiple mini-interview (MMI) measure, for ap
plicants this year.
Based on empirical research compared to traditional interview
models, and the observation and participation in the MMI admissions
processes at peer institutions, the Office of Admissions and Student Af
fairs decided to move forward with implementing the measure.
Research indicates that the measure decreases conscious and uncon
scious biases and can be customized to provide medical schools with
assessments of selected domains that align with the school’s specific
mission, objectives and goals.
In the past, eligible applicants to the School of Medicine went
through a two-tier interview process: one interview was conducted by
an admissions committee member and the other by a current second-,
third- or fourth-year medical student.
The evolution of the development and transition to this new process
has been extensive. Admissions office staff visited the University of Ari
zona, Tucson School of Medicine and the University of California, Davis
School of Medicine to observe and participate in their multiple miniinterview processes. These schools all shared outcomes, best practices,
strategies and processes to assist in successfully implementing the MMI
at the School of Medicine
Last year, staff from the Office of Admissions and Student Affairs
began internal presentations on both School of Medicine campuses to
inform department heads, clerkship and block directors and key leader
ship the facets of the new process. The dean has appointed faculty and
members of the admissions executive committee to an MMI steering

committee, led by Cherie A. Singer, Ph.D., associate dean for admissions
and student affairs, to guide and oversee the implementation process.
Outreach to medical school faculty, alumni, university faculty and health
care partners throughout Nevada has been very important in this pro
cess. Extensive training for MMI interviewers has been designed and is
being implemented now.
COMPLETION OF GME TRAINING MARKED WITH CELEBRATIONS
Family and friends of those completing their graduate medical educa
tion training programs across Nevada gathered throughout June to cel
ebrate their accomplishments and recognize faculty and departments
instrumental in those training programs.
“This is a happy time for our graduates as the program directors have
determined their residents and fellows qualified to meet Accreditation
Council for Graduate Medical Education standards of being able to
practice medicine independently and without supervision,” said Miriam
Bar-on, M.D., associate dean for graduate medical education.
In total, 80 residents and fellows graduated from the School of Medi
cine’s graduate medical education programs in June. Statewide, gradu
ation ceremonies were held for internal medicine (2), family medicine
(2), psychiatry (2), child psychiatry, sports medicine (2), geriatrics, hospice
and palliative medicine, general surgery, surgical critical care, plastic sur
gery, family medicine-obstetrics, emergency medicine and emergency
medicine-ultrasound, obstetrics and gynecology and pediatrics.
At each ceremony, graduates recognized “Intern of the Year” recipi
ents along with departmental faculty and fellow trainees. Awards also
were distributed on behalf of regional or national medical organizations
to residents and faculty recipients.

INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENCY GRADUATION PARTY The Las Vegas internal medicine residency program held its graduation at Red Rock Country Club
on June 14, 2014. 1. From left to right: Fuzhan Parhizgar, Randhi Wijekularatne, Sarah Shewayish, Karishma Bhardwaj, Nikoo Fattahi and Shahrooz
Rashtak; 2. Ayman Abdalla and family; 3. Shahrooz Rashtak, Nikoo Fattahi and Thomas Thai; 4. Muthena Maklad, Paul Chen, Bassel Saksouk, Victor
Fong and Anjan Prabhuswamy. Photos by Edgar Antonio Núñez.
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Your alma mater needs care, too.

DR. ROBIN TITUS, SMITH VALLEY, NV

DR. DODD HYER, LAS VEGAS, NV

DR. HELEN GRAY, RENO, NV

’76, ’81 MD, ’84 Family Medicine Residency
Member since ‘08
2010 UNSOM Outstanding Alumna

’83 MD
Lifetime Member
Vice President of Membership

’03, ’08 MD, ’11 Family Medicine Residency
Member since ‘09
President

Remember the days when you were a student and the medical school that helped shape who you are today?
Now is the time to pay it forward by supporting the next generation of medical students. Become a member of the
University of Nevada School of Medicine Alumni Association.
Every student needs support in order to succeed. This is your opportunity to give something back while also taking
advantage of benefits like the latest news, invitations to alumni events, reunions and more. The Alumni Association
unites alumni across the state and nation, and allows you to stay connected to fellow medical professionals and
your alma mater.

Remember the past. Honor the future. Become an UNSOM Alumni Association member today.
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Join today by calling 775-682-7341 or visiting www.medicine.nevada.edu/alumni
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Now is the time to achieve your healthy weight goals Partner with the professionals at the Wellness

and Weight Management Center in Reno. We offer personalized plans, evidence-based resources founded on the latest research
and comprehensive programs for lasting results. The center is led by medical director and board-certified endocrinologist Evan Klass,
M.D. Most insurance plans accepted.

775-682-7969

medicine.nevada.edu/reno/weight-management

